Frequently during evolution, new phenotypes evolved due to novelty in gene regulation, such as that caused by genome rewiring. This has been demonstrated by comparing common regulatory sequences among species and by identifying single regulatory mutations that are associated with new phenotypes. However, while a single mutation changes a single element, gene regulation is accomplished by a regulatory network involving multiple interactive elements. Therefore, to better understand regulatory evolution, we have studied how mutations contributed to the adaptation of cells to a regulatory challenge. We created a synthetic genome rewiring in yeast cells, challenged their gene regulation, and studied their adaptation. HIS3, an essential enzyme for histidine biosynthesis, was placed exclusively under a GAL promoter, which is induced by galactose and strongly repressed in glucose. Such rewired cells were faced with significant regulatory challenges in a repressive glucose medium. We identified several independent mutations in elements of the GAL system associated with the rapid adaptation of cells, such as the repressor GAL80 and the binding sites of the activator GAL4. Consistent with the extraordinarily high rate of cell adaptation, new regulation emerged during adaptation via multiple trajectories, including those involving mutations in elements of the GAL system. The new regulation of HIS3 tuned its expression according to histidine requirements with or without these significant mutations, indicating that additional factors participated in this regulation and that the regulatory network could reorganize in multiple ways to accommodate different mutations. This study, therefore, stresses network plasticity as an important property for regulatory adaptation and evolution.
Introduction
Gene regulation is a dynamic process carried out by a complex network of interacting elements. On one hand, regulatory networks are plastic in that they allow flexible response and robustness against internal and external fluctuations. On the other hand, due to the interdependency among the network elements, modifications to one component are constrained by its interactions with the rest of the network (Hartwell et al. 1999; Albert et al. 2000; Gavin et al. 2006) . Thus, it is fair to assume that to maintain the network functionality, any perturbation in one of the network elements will be accompanied by a dynamic reorganization of the network. Therefore, changes in regulatory elements, including the dynamic reorganization of the network, are significant factors in regulatory evolution.
It is now well appreciated that in many evolutionarily significant cases phenotypes evolve not due to the emergence of a new protein or modified protein functionality, but rather due to novelty in regulation of existing genes (King and Wilson 1975; Kirschner and Gerhart 1998; Davidson 2006; . Such novelty can be driven by genome rewiring events, such as the placement of an existing functional element in the genome under a different regulation. Indeed, several studies have described novel phenotypes that were associated with mutations of a regulatory nature, which created a new functional context for an existing gene (Carroll 2001 (Carroll , 2005 Wilkins 2002; Shapiro et al. 2004; Alonso and Wilkins 2005; Wray 2007) .
Notwithstanding the impressive progress made in mapping of regulatory genetic mutations that are associated with changes in developmental forms and phenotypes, how regulatory networks reorganize to support the challenges that stem from genome rewiring is still poorly understood. Thus, our understanding of regulatory network properties and their role in evolution would benefit from direct laboratory experiments. Toward this goal, we have established an experimental system to study how yeast cells with a rewired genome adapt their gene regulation to overcome an unforeseen challenge (Stolovicki et al. 2006) . HIS3, an essential enzyme from the histidine-biosynthesis pathway was deleted from the genome and reintroduced into the cell exclusively under the GAL1 promoter. The GAL system is responsible for utilization of galactose as a carbon source and thus, it is highly induced in galactose and strongly repressed in glucose (Johnston et al. 1994; Lohr et al. 1995) . pGAL1-HIS3 rewired cells are faced with multiple regulatory challenges during exposure to glucose medium lacking histidine (Glu-his). First, detachment of HIS3 from its native regulatory system breaks its natural coordination with the other enzymes in the amino acid biosynthesis pathways and their requirements. Second, the strong link of HIS3 to the foreign GAL system confers an array of regulatory constraints associated with this interaction. We have shown before that a cell population carrying this pGAL1-HIS3 rewired genome is indeed challenged in Glu-his medium, but eventually, many cells adapt to grow despite the multiple challenges imposed by this environment (Stolovicki et al. 2006; Stern et al. 2007; David et al. 2010) . The adapted phenotype in our experiments was defined by the ability of a cell to grow a visible colony on Glu-his agar plates within 4 days postplating and propagating this growth phenotype for many subsequent generations. Experiments with rewired cell populations grown in Glu-his in chemostats, in batch cultures, and on agar plates all resulted in repeatable adaptation, leading to a growth phenotype of the rewired cells similar to that of wild-type. Remarkably, the adapted growth phenotype, once acquired, was inherited in the population for hundreds of generations. Moreover, unlike other experimental evolution studies, the fraction of rewired cells that adapted and grew colonies was exceptionally high (~50%). Furthermore, we have shown that this adapted phenotype was the result of changes in individual cells that took place on the Glu-his plates rather than selection of a subpopulation that preexisted in the population during the preculture in Gal-his prior to plating on Glu-his (David et al. 2010) .
Our previous work has detailed the phenomenology of the adaption dynamics. From the rich repertoire of possible adaptation trajectories, here, we focus on the ones that involved genetic changes and were associated with reorganization of the regulatory system and the adapted phenotype. We demonstrate that a single mutation, which seemed to be sufficient to confer the adapted phenotype, by itself, could not explain how the new regulation of HIS3 reorganized to enable this phenotype. Our results underscore the importance of regulatory evolution while promoting the notion that the evolution of a novel regulatory system requires additional processes beyond the mere static change in a DNA sequence. At least in the case of a regulatory challenge, the effect of mutations is coupled to the dynamic process of network reorganization that can involve additional genetic or nongenetic changes. Thus, the genotype-to-phenotype connection must be supported by the plasticity of the genetic regulatory network.
Results

Mapping Mutations in GAL80
The first step in mapping the genomic loci associated with the adaptation process can be done by producing a segregating population of yeast cells. We have previously crossed a single, adapted cell, isolated from the final steady state of a Glu-his chemostat with a naive cell not exposed to glucose before, and found a 2:2 ratio between adapted and nonadapted spores in tetrads of such diploids. This suggested that one major locus underlies this variation in phenotype (Stolovicki et al. 2006) . Here, to identify the genetic change associated with the phenotypic segregation in tetrads, a linkage mapping strategy was applied. We crossed an adapted pGAL1-HIS3 cell (YPH499 background), isolated from the steady-state stage of a Glu-his chemostat experiment, with a naive, polymorphic strain of the YJM789 background (ÁHIS3), and found a similar 2:2 phenotypic segregation ratio. Tiling DNA oligonucleotide microarrays were used to hybridize genomic DNA and identify approximately 50,000 polymorphisms between the pGAL1-HIS3 and YJM789 parental strains. We genotyped these parental differences in 12 adapted spores, each from a different tetrad, and three nonadapted spores of this cross and found a single locus at which all the adapted spores inherited the allele of pGAL1-HIS3 while the nonadapted ones inherited that of YJM789. This region on chromosome XIII, which ranged approximately from position 165000 to 195000 bp, was sequenced in the ancestral naive pGAL1-HIS3 and YJM789 parental lines as well as in two of each adapted and nonadapted spores. A single mutation in the DNA sequence of pGAL1-HIS3 differentiated the adapted and nonadapted spores; this was confirmed in additional spores of the same cross. This T300G substitution was a nonsense mutation in GAL80 replacing the tyrosine in position 100 with a premature stop codon and creating a truncated protein. Loss of GAL80 function is a known way to reduce repression of the GAL system in glucose. A priori, such mutations seemed to be a reasonable solution for facilitating adaptation. If the major challenge was indeed repression of HIS3 expression in glucose, the loss of GAL80 function might release the GAL system repression and allow expression of HIS3 in Glu-his medium. However, this expectation might be too naive because losing repression might leave the cells with high levels of HIS3 expression that could be as disadvantageous to the cells as the strong repression.
Occurrence of GAL80 Mutations in Adapted Cells
To further evaluate the prevalence and variability of this genetic change in the context of this adaptation, GAL80 was sequenced in adapted clones that were randomly isolated from several replicates of chemostat and plate adaptation experiments. Altogether, 26 different mutations were found in the gene sequence (supplementary table S1 , Supplementary Material online), all of which caused either an amino acid substitution (missense) or a premature stop codon (nonsense). The positions of the 26 mutations on the 1,308 bp of the gene sequence were concentrated more at the first 300 bp and around position 1200 rather than distributed evenly (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). All five chemostat experiments ended with fully adapted populations with homogeneous fitness. Four of the five chemostats contained a majority of cells with a GAL80 mutation (table 1) . In Chemostat 5, 58/59 tested clones did not have a GAL80 mutation. In chemostat 2, only 1/12 tested clones did not carry a GAL80 mutation. Moreover, several different mutations of each type (missense or nonsense) could coexist in a fully adapted chemostat population after 20-70 generations of growth in Glu-his medium. Thus, several different mutations occurred independently in different progenitor cells and coexisted in the population, suggesting that the mutation rate was high compared to that expected from other laboratory experiments. In noncompetitive plate experiments, where approximately 50% of the naive cells can adapt and grow large, visible colonies (Stolovicki et al. 2006; David et al. 2010) , seven different GAL80 mutations were found among 34 adapted colonies, supporting this evidence for a high mutation rate. No mutations were found in the regulatory sequences 150 bp up-or downstream of the ORF. Finally, based on both competitive chemostat experiments and noncompetitive plate experiments, we could also conclude that GAL80 mutations, though prevalent, were not found in a considerable fraction of the adapted clones, suggesting that adaptation in the same mother population could be accomplished by changes in other loci or involving processes other than mutations.
GAL80 Mutations Strongly Associated with the Adapted Phenotype
We next sought to study the relationship between GAL80 mutations and the adaptive growth phenotype by carrying out an allele-replacement experiment. We used an intact GAL80 allele and a mutant allele containing a 35 bp insertion at position 189 of the gene, which creates a frame shift and a premature stop codon (this clone is listed 4th in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). The mutant allele replaced the intact allele of a naive pGAL1-HIS3 strain and the intact allele replaced the mutant allele of the adapted strain. Figure 1 shows that insertion of a mutated allele into a (A) Phenotypic analysis of tetrads from a cross between an adapted parent with a GAL80 mutation and a naive GAL80 intact parent. The four spores of each tetrad are labeled a-d and were spotted in columns. Each of the three tetrads shown was spotted on Glu-his (left) and rich YEPD control plates (right). Images were taken after 4 days and thus, growth on Glu-his plates indicated adapted colonies. Such a 2:2 phenotypic segregation ratio on Glu-his was observed in all tetrads of multiple crosses involving one parent with a GAL80 mutation. (B) Allele replacement analysis of the GAL80 mutation. Both adapted (A) and naive (N) strains (in columns) were used. Each experiment was carried out in triplicate but since the results were identical for all triplicates, only one is presented here. Colonies were imaged four days post plating on Glu-his (left) and rich YEPD control plates (right). Thus, growth on Gluhis indicates adapted colonies. The original strains (top row) were either adapted containing a GAL80 mutation (A, left) or naive that never grew in Glu-his before (N, right). In the first replacement stage, the gene was deleted by insertion of a drug cassette (Ágal80 -second row) turning the naive strain into adapted. In the second stage, the deletion was replaced by either the mutant allele (third row) leaving the phenotype of the deleted strains unchanged or by the intact allele (bottom row), abolishing the adapted phenotype. (C) In one adapted strain isolated from a plate experiment, a 2 kb deletion was found in the plasmid. The relevant piece of the plasmid is shown with the HIS3 and GFP ORFs (gray boxes) cloned under pGAL1 and pGAL10 (yellow box), respectively. The red box represents the UASg GAL4 binding sites region responsible for activation of the downstream gene. naive strain resulted in an adaptive growth phenotype, similar to that of adapted cells. Consistently, replacing the mutant allele of an adapted strain with an intact one rendered it nonadapted. Additionally, deleting GAL80 in a naive pGAL1-HIS3 strain also allowed growth on Glu-his, similar to adapted populations, whereas deleting the mutated allele from an adapted strain did not change its growth phenotype. Furthermore, as the phenotype of a complete GAL80 deletion was similar to that of the mutation, we inferred that these mutations abolished the function of GAL80. We verified this full linkage between GAL80 mutations and the adapted growth phenotype by genotyping polymorphisms in the sequence around GAL80 in dozens of tetrads from the mapping-cross and from at least four other crosses with different GAL80 mutations. The results of the allele replacement experiments and the full linkage support the hypothesis that GAL80 mutations are strong determinants of the adaptive growth phenotype at the population level.
Mutations in the GAL1 Promoter
Another candidate locus for mutations that might affect the regulation of HIS3 was the GAL1/10 promoter in the plasmid. This promoter was sequenced in 18 randomly picked adapted strains from both chemostat and plate experiments but no promoter mutations were found. However, in one case (YPH499_PE4, supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online) where the segregation patterns in tetrads indicated a possible cytoplasmic inheritance, we identified a large deletion of about 2 kb in the plasmid ( fig. 1C) . The deletion started upstream of HIS3 and continued away from this gene to additional downstream parts of the plasmid included the distal half of the GAL1/10 promoter. Remarkably, the deletion eliminated all the upstream activating sequence-galactose (UASg), which contains the four GAL4-binding sites (GAL4-bs), the major activator of the GAL system in galactose. Introducing this mutated plasmid into a naive strain resulted in growth of adapted colonies on Gluhis indicating that this mutation promoted the development of the adapted phenotype, similar to what was observed for GAL80-deleted strains.
Previous work has shown that GAL4 deleted strains cannot express HIS3 correctly from a GAL1 promoter in repressive medium containing glucose and lacking histidine (Johnston and Davis 1984) . However, as in our case the loss of the GAL4-binding sites promoted the adaptation, we could assume that to activate the essential HIS3 gene either GAL4 can bind other locations of the remaining promoter or another activation process overrides the natural GAL system. As HIS3 regulation (i.e., activation and repression) is required for the adapted phenotype, as in the case of GAL80 mutations and in the case of the promoter deletion, it is likely that such new dynamic regulation evolved on the background of a loosened link between HIS3 and the GAL system. Thus, loss of either a major trans-repression element in the genome or a major cisactivation element in the plasmid is similarly associated with the reorganization of new regulation and the acquisition of an adapted growth phenotype. Moreover, by crossing strains we isolated a haploid strain with both a nonfunctional Gal80p and a deleted UASg promoter. This double mutant strain showed a similar adapted growth phenotype to strains with either of the mutations alone. Thus, both mutations have a redundant phenotypic outcome suggesting that the new regulatory network could successfully accommodate each individual change alone, and could accommodate both of them together in these pGAL1-HIS3 rewired cells.
Incomplete Propagation of the Adapted Phenotype
The significance of a genetic change is measured also by the capacity of the cells to faithfully inherit the resulting phenotype in subsequent generations. To test the stability of the adapted phenotype across generations, we carried out propagation experiments. Dilute samples of cells from a single adapted colony (a clonal population) were spread on fresh Glu-his plates to test the competence of individual cells to grow a new colony. We considered as adapted only cells that gave rise to a visible colony within 4 days postplating, because we have previously shown that nonadapted cells require at least 6-20 days to adapt and grow a colony (David et al. 2010) . As a reference in these experiments, the same volume of cell suspension was spread in parallel on rich YEPD medium plates. We chose YEPD as the reference medium because it gave us the best estimate of the viable cell count in each sample. We first tested three colonies each of naive and adapted strains in which the complete GAL80 gene was deleted and which then exhibited the adapted phenotype at the population level. We found that propagation was partial and variable among these cells. In this particular experiment, in all six strains, the number of seed cells that grew visible colonies on Glu-his within four days was between 25% and 80% compared with the corresponding colony numbers on rich YEPD plates (supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online). This partial propagation of the phenotype, despite the strong effect of GAL80 mutations, could be a result of several factors. First, as the HIS3 rewiring was on a 2 m plasmid, plasmid loss might have contributed to the loss of the adapted phenotype. Second, the environment and the history of the cells could contribute to variability in growth phenotype and finally, less stable processes and changes, other than GAL80 mutations, might have contributed to the adapted growth phenotype.
To address these possibilities, we constructed an integrated strain in which the HIS3 ORF was retained in its original position but its endogenous promoter was replaced with the GAL1 promoter. In addition, based on this integrated strain, another strain with the 35 bp insertion in GAL80 was constructed. This integrated, GAL80 mutated strain showed the adapted growth phenotype upon plating on Glu-his plates unlike the integrated strain with an intact GAL80 gene, which required a multi-day process of adaptation to grow visible colonies on Glu-his. Therefore, the HIS3-integrated, GAL80-mutated strain could be considered an adapted strain based on its growth on Glu-his plates. We used three replicates of the HIS3-integrated, GAL80-mutated strain to test the propagation success of the phenotype as a function of preculture conditions. Cells from a single colony were grown overnight in rich YEPD, Gal-his, or Glu-his liquid media. When growth of these precultures reached the exponential phase, aliquots from each sample were washed, diluted in water and equal volumes were placed in parallel on Gal-his, Glu-his, and YEPD plates.
Consistent with the plasmid-containing strain, the integrated strain containing the GAL80 mutation also had partial and variable propagation success of its adapted state ( fig. 2) . Therefore, the integrated strain showed that plasmid loss was not the sole reason for the partial propagation of the phenotype. However, the preculture condition was a factor that affected the propagation success. Strains that were precultured on YEPD or Gal-his, had between 40% and 80% propagation success on Glu-his. The mean fraction of cells that faithfully propagated the adapted state was not significantly different for these groups. Strains precultured on Glu-his had a slightly better propagation success on the same medium (77-98%) and on average propagated significantly higher than strains precultured in YEPD and plated on Glu-his (Kruskal-Wallis test, P < 0.05). Strains precultured in YEPD and Gal-his had, on average, a better propagation success on Gal-his than on Glu-his plates, indicating that the transfer to Glu-his was still somewhat challenging even for adapted cells. In contrast, strains precultured in Glu-his had better success propagating on Glu-his than on Gal-his plates (KruskalWallis test, P < 0.05). Notably, transfers between different media containing different carbon sources were still somewhat challenging for the genome-rewired cells even after they adapted, indicating that in the short time after adaptation, due to the regulatory challenge caused by the rewiring of HIS3, the regulation was not fully stable. Consistently, additional growth periods in the environment under which cells adapted (Glu-his) improved the propagation success of adapted cells but also reduced their capability to grow on Gal-his, probably due to the changes in the regulation of the GAL system and HIS3 that accompanied the adaptation process.
Notwithstanding the preculture condition (environmental) effects on propagation success, even in the presence of the GAL80 mutation and its strong phenotypic effect, not all adapted cells could propagate the adaptive phenotype. From an evolutionary point of view, the fraction of the population that could propagate the phenotype proves that despite the phenotypic instability, this adaptation is important for the long-term evolution of the rewired strain. Furthermore, looking back at the role of GAL80 mutations in the adaptation process, this propagation success at the population level explains why introducing the GAL80 mutation into naive cells gave the impression that a GAL80 mutation is sufficient to confer the adapted phenotype. However, testing the phenotype at the single cell level revealed variability in the ability of individual cells to form a colony even in the presence of a GAL80 mutation, suggesting that additional, less stable factors are involved in forming and stabilizing the adapted phenotype and its inheritance. Therefore, in this case, the mutation was sufficient for adaptation on the level of the population but for many individual cells with this identical genetic makeup, the GAL80 mutation was insufficient to confer the adapted phenotype.
The Regulation of the pGAL1-HIS3 System in Galactose
To better understand the contribution of the GAL80 and GAL4-bs mutations to the new HIS3-GAL system regulation, we analyzed mRNA expression levels of adapted and naive strains with and without these mutations. This was done for strains with plasmid-based rewiring ( fig. 3A) as well as for strains with genome-integrated rewiring ( fig. 3B ). As in wild-type cells (Lohr et al. 1995) , the expression of the GAL genes in cells with the pGAL1-HIS3 rewiring was strongly induced in Gal-his, more for the structural genes like GAL1, GAL2, and GAL10 than for the regulatory ones like GAL4, GAL80, and MIG1 ( fig. 3A and B) . In contrast, HIS3 under its natural regulation in wild-type cells is expressed higher in Glu-his than in Gal-his in accordance with the known superior metabolism in glucose medium ( fig. 3) . Nonetheless, in strains with the pGAL1-HIS3 rewiring, HIS3 expression levels are different from the wild-type strain. HIS3 expression followed that of the GAL genes and was found to be much higher in Gal-his compared with in Glu-his. The differences from the wild-type strain in Gal-his and the sensitivity of the HIS3 expression to the carbon source demonstrate the linkage between HIS3 and the GAL system due to the rewiring.
However, not all strains showed the same level of expression in Gal-his. For example, a slight difference in the expression of the GAL genes in Gal-his was found between two nonadapted strains: the original naive and the original adapted strain that was introduced with the intact allele of GAL80. This difference is probably due to the allele replacement procedure done in one but not in the other. Three replicates (different shapes) are shown for the HIS3-integrated and GAL80-mutated adapted strain. The success to propagate the adapted phenotype (y axis) was computed as the fraction of adapted colonies on Gal-his or Glu-his compared with that on YEPD. Prior to plating, each of the three replicates was precultured in YEPD, Gal-his, or Glu-his liquid medium (lower x axis label). Then, samples from the exponential growth phase of each preculture were diluted in water and equal volumes of cell suspension from each preculture condition were spread on fresh YEPD, Gal-his, or Glu-his plates (upper x axis label).
This interpretation is supported by the similarity in gene expression patterns between two nonadapted allelereplacement strains that went through the same procedure; the original naive and original adapted strains that were both introduced with an intact GAL80 allele.
The Regulation of the pGAL1-HIS3 System in Glucose
The gene expression in Gal-his verified the linkage between HIS3 and the GAL system. However, as the primary focus of this work is the adaptation process, we wanted to understand the regulation of HIS3 in the repressive glucose environment. Generally, the GAL genes and HIS3 were significantly repressed in Glu-his relative to Gal-his for all rewired strains, indicating that the familiar glucose repression phenomenon was well reproduced in the rewired strains and this repression included HIS3. However, while HIS3 was repressed to a similar level as the structural GAL genes in the integrated-rewiring strains ( fig. 3B ), its expression was higher than the GAL genes in the plasmid-based rewiring strains ( fig. 3A) . This difference probably resulted from a higher copy number of HIS3 and suggested that the plasmid copy number might have been a part of the new regulation in the plasmid-based rewiring strains.
For better understanding of the effect of mutations on transcription in Glu-his, we will first describe the response of the GAL genes and then that of HIS3. In accordance with the known repressive function of GAL80, the GAL genes in the plasmid-based rewiring strain were less repressed in Glu- his   FIG. 3 . mRNA expression levels of the GAL genes and HIS3. The expression levels of three of each the structural (rectangles) and regulatory (triangles) genes of the GAL system and HIS3 (red circles) were measured. The expression levels were normalized to that of the ACT1 control gene. Each point is the average of three biological replicates. The measurements for all strains were done either during exponential growth in Gal-his medium or 12-14 h after switching from Gal-his to growth in Glu-his. Note that naive cells can grow exponentially for this period of time at the onset of their first exposure to glucose (Stolovicki et al. 2006; David et al. 2010) . (A) Plasmid-based rewiring strains with HIS3 recruited to the GAL system on a plasmid. The order of strains (x axis from left to right): the "wild-type" HIS3 without the genome rewiring, the "wild-type" HIS3 without the genome rewiring with mutated GAL80, the original naive strain with the intact GAL80 allele; the same naive strain that was introduced with the mutated allele and consequently gained the adaptive growth phenotype; the same naive strain that was introduced with the original intact allele and thus, serves as a control for the replacement procedure; the original adapted strain carrying the GAL80 mutation; the same strain after introduction of an intact allele that rendered the strain nonadapted; and as a control for the procedure, the same strain after introduction of the original mutated allele. Then, the naive strain, which was transformed with GAL4-binding sites deletion plasmid that turned the strain to be adapted. The same strain with the mutated plasmid and the mutated GAL80. (B) Genome-integrated rewiring strains containing HIS3 in its endogenous genomic position downstream to pGAL1. The order of strains: repeated representation of the same "wild-type" strains as in (A), two strains with HIS3 integrated into the genome under the GAL1 promoter, without or with the GAL80 mutation. In both panels, the measurements were in Gal-his (left) and in Glu-his (right). Note the logarithmic scale and common gene legend for all panels.
when GAL80 was mutated compared with when it was intact ( fig. 3A) . This derepression effect of the GAL80 mutation on the GAL genes in Glu-his was compatible with the results from the wild-type strains. Similar de-repression of the GAL genes was seen when the GAL4-binding sites were absent from the promoter of HIS3 (fig. 3A) . We specifically sequenced the genomic copy of the GAL1 promoter and found it intact. Thus, despite the fact that the mutated promoter was only in front of HIS3, a mutation in this sequence element resulted in derepression of the GAL system because of the genome rewiring.
Also in the genome-integrated rewiring strains, the expression levels of the GAL genes were affected by the GAL80 mutation. The GAL genes in Glu-his were repressed more in the absence of GAL80 than in its presence ( fig. 3B ), contrary to our expectations based on the known repressor function of GAL80. The different effect of the GAL80 mutation between the plasmid-based and integrated-rewiring strains probably reflects the differences between the ways in which the GAL system regulation reorganized in these different strains.
Next, we will consider the effects of these mutations on the expression of HIS3. Generally, the effect of these mutations on the GAL genes was considerably larger than on HIS3, indicating that the regulation of HIS3 had partially diverged from the GAL system ( fig. 3 ). This difference is most notable when comparing the expression of GAL1 and HIS3 in strains without the GAL4-bs mutation, which share an identical promoter sequence yet were affected differently by the mutation in GAL80.
Endogenous HIS3 in wild-type cells requires tighter regulation than the GAL system genes, with overexpression and underexpression resulting in negative consequences for the cell. The most striking observation in this study was that HIS3 was well regulated to accommodate the metabolic requirements. In fact, the expression level of HIS3 in Glu-his in all rewired strains was similar to that in the wild-type cells with the native HIS3 regulation ( fig. 3 ). There was a slight increase in expression of HIS3 in Glu-his in all plasmid-based rewiring strains that could be explained by plasmid copy number. Asides from that, HIS3 expression was fine-tuned to the level typical to Glu-his medium regardless of the mutations in the regulatory elements of the GAL system including the mutation in its promoter.
At first, it might not make sense that the expression of HIS3 in Glu-his was similar between naive and adapted cells ( fig. 3) . However, this static snapshot of the expression levels after transferring naive cells into Glu-his medium might be misleading. We already reported on the dynamics of the gene expression patterns and that the initial de-repression of the GAL genes and HIS3 in Glu-his reflects a transient response (Stolovicki et al. 2006; Stern et al. 2007 ). In fact, the expectation should be that an effective adaptation would reorganize a transient advantageous response into a more stable regulation of HIS3 despite the constraints placed by the GAL system. Indeed, this expectation was met in the adapted cells with and without the mutation. We interpret the steady levels of HIS3 expression in all adapted cells as evidence for the successful outcome of the adaptation process that regulates the expression of HIS3 to enable suitable histidine synthesis while preventing the adverse effects of overexpression. As in the case of the phenotypic propagation, mRNA expression measurements showed that similar regulation of HIS3 was achieved with or without mutations in the GAL system elements, confirming the existence of additional factors that supported the reorganization of this new regulatory network. Furthermore, this adaptation overcame the constraints imposed by the GAL system even when it lost major regulatory elements. This suggests that the role of the mutations we studied was in fact to loosen the link between HIS3 and the constraints set by the GAL system and in that way, perhaps helping to reorganize new regulation.
Variability in Meiotic Inheritance of the Adapted Phenotype
Adapted strains with a mutation in GAL80 consistently showed a 2:2 phenotypic segregation ratio in tetrads formed after mating with a naive strain. However, this was not the only observed outcome; additional segregation ratios were found in crosses of other adapted strains (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Different segregation ratios indicate different adaptation mechanisms. To study this result in further detail, we examined 683 tetrads dissected from 41 crosses between various adapted and naive parents. Three ratios of adapted to nonadapted spores were found in tetrads of crosses with adapted strains (4:0, n = 82 tetrads; 2:2, n = 481; and 0:4, n = 120; fig. 4A ). For most of the 30 adapted strains that were used for the 41 crosses, GAL80 was not sequenced. Large variability in the segregation patterns was observed among different diploids and for tetrads from the same diploid. For 23 diploids, all tetrads of a given diploid showed one consistent segregation pattern: 4:0, 2:2, or 0:4. Remarkably, in 15 diploids, 2 different patterns and in 3 diploids, 3 different patterns coexisted in tetrads derived from a single diploid (supplementary table S2 , Supplementary Material online). Adapted parents that had more than one segregation pattern in their tetrads came from both plate and chemostat adaptation experiments. Notably, we did not find 1:3 or 3:1 patterns in the crosses we analyzed. The discrete categories of patterns characterizing these crosses are inconsistent with a multigenic basis for this phenotype in any single adapted strain. However, discovery of variable patterns of tetrad segregation indicates that multiple ways exist by which different cells achieved a similar adapted phenotype.
Multiple Ways to Adaption
Adapted cells, both with and without a GAL80 mutation, were found in chemostat and plate experiments. In addition, a strain with a deletion of the UASg sequence in front of HIS3 on the plasmid was also found. To identify additional genomic regions other than GAL80 associated with the adapted growth phenotype, we carried out linkage mapping in two adapted strains that were a priori identified as having an intact GAL80 allele but nevertheless showed a 2:2 segregation ratio in their tetrads (C4_39_4 and C4_39_5; see supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Separately crossing each of these strains with a strain that carried a GAL80 mutation resulted in an average ratio of 3:1 between adapted and nonadapted spores for both crosses. Thus, one change in each strain, unlinked to GAL80, contributed to the adapted growth phenotype. To identify these genomic regions, we crossed each of these two adapted strains lacking a GAL80 mutation, to a polymorphic YJM789 naive strain and dissected tetrads of these two crosses. A 2:2 segregation ratio was maintained in their tetrads. Linkage mapping using Tiling microarrays was employed by hybridizing pools of DNA from 15 of each adapted and nonadapted spores for each of the two different crosses. Two new regions were mapped, one on chromosome III (100-220 kb) and another on chromosome IV (120-300 kb) that contained 83 and 110 protein-coding genes, respectively. Both regions contained many genes with diverse functions but none that were clearly associated with regulation of the GAL system or HIS3. We further investigated these two regions by sequencing the genomes of these two parental adapted strains and comparing their sequence with the sequence of the ancestral YPH499 naive strain. Chromosomes III and IV were sequenced at an average coverage of 10Â and 50Â for C4_39_4 and C4_39_5, respectively, and aside from repetitive sequences like Ty elements, the mapped regions were fully covered. However, so far we have not been able to identify any changes in the DNA sequence of these two genomic regions in these adapted strains. For this reason, further work will be needed to establish the   FIG. 4 . Multiple trajectories for cell adaptation. (A) Patterns of phenotypic segregation on Glu-his from tetrads of crosses between a naive strain and various adapted strains without a GAL80 mutation. Three types of segregation ratios between adapted and nonadapted spores were found (0:4, 2:2, and 4:0, respectively). Each column presents spotting of four spores of a tetrad and two tetrads are shown per segregation ratio. Colony spots were imaged four days post spotting on Glu-his and thus, visible spots contain colonies of adapted spores while absent spots represent nonadapted spores. (B) A scheme describing the optional meiotic inheritance patterns and the ones that were actually found for the adapted phenotype. A cross between adapted (green) and naive (orange) haploids created a diploid. By meiosis, diploids formed tetrads with four haploid spores each. Spotting the four spores on Glu-his revealed different patterns of phenotypic segregation between adapted and nonadapted spores (for the full list of crosses and tetrad analyses, see supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). In the lower table, for each phenotypic segregation ratio, details of possible inheritance and examples from this study are given. The stable inheritance modes we detected were either a single gene (e.g., GAL80) or cytoplasmic (e.g., plasmid mutation). Unstable inheritance denotes cases in which both 4:0 and 0:4 ratios were found in tetrads of the same cross. Note that ratios of 3:1 or 1:3 were not detected in our experiments.. precise changes involved and the ways they support the adaptation; issues that are beyond the scope of this manuscript.
For other adapted strains, we found that crossing with a naive strain and dissecting tetrads resulted in complete loss or complete inheritance of the adapted phenotype in spores (0:4 or 4:0, respectively; fig. 4A ). As these strains had the plasmidbased rewiring, these results suggested a cytoplasmic or plasmid-related mode of inheritance. Indeed, in the case of the adapted strain YPH499_PE4, which contained the UASg sequence deleted from the plasmid, we observed both of these segregation ratios in tetrads (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). In addition, a cytoplasmic or plasmid mode of inheritance predicts that diploids of such crosses will have a dominant adapted phenotype in Glu-his and indeed this was the case for diploids of YPH499_PE4.
However, other, more complex, cases with 4:0 and 0:4 segregation ratios were also found. For instance, in phenotyping experiments, tetrads of a given cross were tested for growth on Gal-his and Glu-his in parallel. In a considerable number of cases (tens of tetrads from multiple crosses), growth of some spores on Gal-his but not on Glu-his was observed, which would not be possible if the plasmid or essential parts of it were lost. Therefore, in contrast to the stable and consistent inheritance of the adapted phenotype in the case of GAL80 mutations, and unlike the loss of phenotype due to the loss of plasmid, we could clearly identify cases of unstable adaptive solutions that were lost during meiosis. We summarized these segregation ratios and their possible inheritance modes in figure 4B .
Taken together, although detailed work was done for the case of GAL80 and UASg mutations, it is clear that mutations in these specific elements serve only as examples for genetic changes that were associated with cell adaptation. In addition, the adaptation we study is signified by a considerable amount of phenotypic instability on the level of individual cells in both meiotic and mitotic propagation, while exhibiting an overall amenability and stability at the level of the population. In all these cases, however, consistent with the high rate of phenotypic adaptation, new regulation of HIS3, necessary for the adapted growth phenotype, was readily evolved by multiple alternative mechanisms.
Discussion
Novelty in gene regulation has played a significant role in the evolution of new forms and phenotypes. This work has aimed to uncover genomic changes that are associated with new gene regulation and the adapted phenotype. In our specific case, pGAL1-HIS3 rewired cells were challenged by changing the environment from galactose to glucose-based medium and their adaptation relied on reorganization of the regulation of the essential gene HIS3. We identified nonsense mutations in GAL80 as one type of change that repeatedly appeared as a strong determinant of the adaptive growth phenotype. Mutations in GAL80 were found previously in the context of adaptation to glucose-galactose transitions without a genome-rewiring challenge (Segre et al. 2006) , suggesting an advantage for cells with a dysfunctional GAL80 in such transitions. We found a strong connection between abolishing the GAL80 function and acquiring the adapted phenotype. This genotype-phenotype relationship was strongly maintained in both mitotic and meiotic propagation.
In the broader context, previous studies demonstrated the enrichment of subpopulations carrying advantageous mutations in chemostat experiments (Paquin and Adams 1983; Zeyl 2006; Gresham et al. 2008; Kao and Sherlock 2008) . The competitive chemostat environment helped selecting such mutant cells and this enrichment facilitated their identification. We utilized the chemostat more to study the dynamics of the adaptation process and less to enrich the population with mutant cells because multiple GAL80 mutations were frequently found in both chemostat and plate experiments even without such enrichment. The high frequency at which this genetic change was identified is in agreement with the high rate of phenotypic adaptation we previously reported (Stolovicki et al. 2006; David et al. 2010) but stands in contrast to the lower rates of adaptation found in other experimental evolution studies.
Compatible with other studies on the regulation of the GAL system (Johnston and Davis 1984; Torchia et al. 1984; Johnston et al. 1994) , we have shown that pGAL1-HIS3 rewired cells are faced with multiple regulatory challenges (Stolovicki et al. 2006 ). The GAL system has a huge dynamic range of operation, around three orders of magnitude between highly induced and strongly repressed states (Lohr et al. 1995 ). This range is much wider than the one provided by the native regulation of HIS3 in wild-type cells (fig. 3) . The HIS3 expression level must be coordinated with the expression levels of the rest of the amino acid biosynthesis enzymes and thus, overexpression of HIS3 relative to the metabolic demands is as harmful as underexpression (Stolovicki et al. 2006) . Thus, part of the challenge is to overcome the constraints imposed by the GAL system and the mutations in GAL80 and GAL4-bs played a role in that process. Indeed, in both cases alone and in their combination, we found new regulation had been evolved for HIS3, ensuring a functional expression level of the gene in glucose and galactose. This regulation resolves both the repression and overexpression challenges despite the constraints placed by the link to the GAL system. Glucose repression to different degrees is carried out by multiple mechanisms and their combination develop various ways to regulate HIS3 using these different mechanisms also in the absence of GAL80 or the GAL4-bs.
From our previous studies (Stolovicki et al. 2006; David et al. 2010) , it is clear that during the process of adaptation, the cells experience regulatory and physiological challenges that are resolved by the adaptation process. This phenotypic difference between naive and adapted cells was not reflected in the gene expression measurements (fig. 3) . We observed quite similar gene expression patterns for naive and adapted cells in Glu-his, especially for HIS3 but to some degree also for the GAL genes ( fig. 3) . We also know from temporal analysis of gene expression (Stolovicki et al. 2006; Stern et al. 2007; Stolovicki and Braun 2011) that before becoming adapted the cells have a transient response that is later stabilized in the adapted state. We therefore suggest that in naive cells, the challenge induces a transient de-repression of HIS3 soon after the cells were transferred to Glu-his. Later, during the adaptation process, reorganization of a new regulatory network allows a more stable regulation of HIS3 according to histidine requirements and this state is inherited by a considerable fraction of the daughter cells. It is therefore important to note that given the multiple possibilities for reorganizing a new regulation mode, adaptation in this case, at least in its first stage, is the process of establishing a transient working state and stabilizing it in the cells for enough time to allow reliable growth and propagation.
Identification of such sensible mutations in cis-or transregulatory elements was reported before (Carroll 2001 (Carroll , 2005 Shapiro et al. 2004; Alonso and Wilkins 2005) and their causative relationship with changes in forms and phenotypes were used to establish the significance of regulatory evolution (Alonso and Wilkins 2005; Davidson 2006; Wray 2007; Carroll 2008; Thompson and Regev 2009) . The main results of our work recognized such regulatory mutations as changes that affect the process of regulatory network reorganization and strongly correlate with the adapted phenotype. However, in several fundamental aspects our results demonstrate that regulatory adaptation is a more complex and dynamic process that is unlikely to be explained by a single static change like a mutation in the DNA sequence. We have shown that a genetic change in the form of a single mutation, while maintaining a full correlation with the adaptive growth phenotype on the level of the population, was certainly not sufficient to ensure growth on Glu-his in a considerable number of individual cells. Furthermore, the new regulation of HIS3 was carried out with and without the mutated GAL system elements in strains that are likely to be otherwise identical. We interpret these results as evidence that other, yet unknown changes also play a role in the adaptation process. Although we did not identify yet what specific factors other than the mutated elements participated in the new regulation or their mechanism, our results showed these factors were important. Therefore, while studies of extant species could identify regulatory mutations, only experimental evolution could capture and shed light on the complexity of the adaptation process and identify the contribution of additional factors. Furthermore, our results are compatible with the notion that regulatory systems are robust as well as plastic and thus, can withstand elimination of single elements (e.g., a repressor or transcription factor binding sites). In addition, a regulatory network includes a complex web of interacting elements and thus our results support the expectation that evolution of new regulation requires a complex and dynamic process of reorganization involving multiple changes in multiple elements.
This study identified multiple genomic changes that correlated well with the adapted phenotype. Therefore, it stresses the important notion that adaptation to a single regulatory challenge can be driven by a rich repertoire of possible alternative evolutionary solutions and that these different solutions are not rare at all. Maybe, the amenability provided by the multitude of adaptation solutions is part of what makes regulatory evolution important. However, genetic changes might not account for the entire spectrum of adaptation solutions (e.g., 0:4 tetrads). Given the large fraction of cells that adapted and the propagation instability of individual cells, epigenetic states that change much more readily than genetic ones should also be considered (Jablonka and Raz 2009) . We leave the testing of this important class of changes and processes for future work. However, compatible with the rich repertoire of adaptation solutions is the robust yet plastic nature of gene-regulation systems (Hartwell et al. 1999; Albert et al. 2000; Mayo et al. 2006; Isalan et al. 2008; Tuch, Galgoczy, et al. 2008) , which can withstand elimination of elements and readily reorganize the remaining network into an adapted functional form via multiple trajectories.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Growth Conditions
Unless specifically mentioned, experiments were carried out with the haploid yeast strain YPH499 (MATa, his3D200 , and leu2D1) carrying the plasmid pESC-LEU (Stratagene) containing the pGAL1-pGAL10 divergent promoter with HIS3 under pGAL1 and GFP under pGAL10 (Stolovicki et al. 2006) . The list of all strains is in supplementary table S3 (Supplementary Material online). For crosses, the opposite mating type and otherwise isogenic YPH500 strain was used. In addition, for linkage mapping and other crosses, HIS3 was deleted from the haploid polymorphic strain YJM789, which was then named YJM789.4 (McCusker et al. 1994; Wei et al. 2007 ). Several strains were constructed for measuring propagation of the adapted phenotype and the mRNA expression of the GAL genes and HIS3. In all experiments, we used at least three biological replicates of each strain. First, we replaced the mutated HIS3 gene of the original YPH499 with a functional gene and produced a "wild-type" strain carries neither the rewired genome nor the plasmid. This "wild-type" strain was crossed to the strain containing the 35 bp insertion at position 189 of the GAL80 gene. From tetrads of this diploid, we isolated a "wild-type" strain containing a GAL80 mutation. These two "wild-type" strains were used as controls for the genome-rewired strains. Second, besides the plasmid-based rewiring in the YPH499 strain described earlier, a genome-integrated rewiring strain was constructed using the same YPH499 genetic background but lacking the plasmid. For this integrated strain, the endogenous promoter of HIS3 was replaced with the GAL1 promoter, leaving the HIS3 ORF in its original position but downstream to the GAL1 promoter. To construct a genome-integrated strain with a GAL80 mutation, a strain with the 35 bp insertion at position 189 of the gene was used for crossing with the integrated strain. After tetrad dissection, haploids with both GAL80 mutation and integrated pGAL1-HIS3 were isolated. The correct integration and GAL80 mutation were verified by PCR and sequencing. The absence of the plasmid in this strain was verified by lack of PCR product using pESC-specific primers. Third, to test the effects of GAL80 mutations, allele-replacement strains were produced (see specific section later). Finally, to test the effect of the GAL4-binding sites deletion in the plasmid, we isolated the mutated plasmid and transformed it into a naive YPH499 strain that had no plasmid. Similarly, we transformed the mutated plasmid into a YPH499 strain without a plasmid but with the GAL80 mutation to obtain a strain with both mutations together.
Histidine and leucine-lacking galactose or glucose SC medium (Gal-his or Glu-his, respectively) were used in all assays unless otherwise stated. For controls, standard rich YEPD medium was used. For sporulation, diploid cells from the exponential growth stage were washed in water and placed in 0.5% potassium acetate solution for 48-72 h.
Growth Assays
Several strains from multiple experiments were sampled and analyzed for mutations. In all cases, assays were done after isolating single colonies and picking individuals clones for further analysis. Details on how chemostat, batch culture, and plates experiments are carried out can be found in (Stolovicki et al. 2006; David et al. 2010) . Propagation experiments were done by picking a single colony from a plate, growing the cells in liquid YEPD, Glu-his, or Gal-his and sampling the culture during the exponential phase for spreading equal volumes of diluted cells on fresh YEPD, Glu-his, and Gal-his plates. For the initial measurement of the phenotypic propagation success, strains from the allele replacement experiment (discussed later) were used. Three replicates of the naive strain introduced with a mutated GAL80 allele and three replicates of the mutated strain that were reintroduced with the same mutation as controls. Then, to eliminate the effects of the plasmid on the propagation success, the experiments were done using the integrated and naive strains. For phenotypic analysis of tetrads, tetrad dissection was done on YEPD plates and then only tetrads with four viable spores were picked and arrayed in 96-wells plates. Correct segregation of the MAT locus was tested by specific MAT locus PCR that assisted in verifying true tetrads. Whenever additional markers (like G418 resistance) existed in the parental strains, the correct segregation of the marker also assisted to authenticate tetrads. For phenotypic analysis, tetrads were grown in YEPD in 96-wells plates, then diluted in water and spotted on Glu-his, Gal-his, and YEPD plates. Adapted spores on Glu-his could be seen within 48 h.
Linkage Mapping
For identifying polymorphisms between YPH499 and YJM789, total genomic DNA was fragmented, biotinylated and hybridized to Affymetrix Saccharomyces cerevisiae tiling arrays (PN 520055; [David et al. 2006] ) as was described in (Steinmetz et al. 2002) . Decreased hybridization signal of probes in YJM789 samples relative to YPH499, which is more genetically similar to S288c, the sequence of which was used for probe design, indicated a polymorphism that could then be mapped back to its genomic position. For linkage analysis, genomic DNA hybridization data were analyzed to determine the allele of every segregant at each marker by comparing the normalized probe intensity to the expected from the parental hybridizations. Regions were considered to be associated with the phenotype if segregation bias towards either one of the parental alleles was observed in the group of adapted spores. Dideoxy sequencing with big dye terminators was performed on approximately 600 bp PCR products tiled over the mapped region with at least approximately 50 bp overlaps. Sequence assembly of YJM789, naive YPH499, 2 adapted and 2 nonadapted segregants were compared with identify the polymorphic bases.
To verify the linkage between GAL80 and the adapted phenotype, PCR was used to amplify regions that contained polymorphisms upstream and downstream to the gene. Genotypes of haploid spores near GAL80 were analyzed by adding fluorescent Syto-9 to the PCR to allow high-resolution melting (HRM) analysis using the Rotor-gene 6000 instrument (Corbett life sciences).
Mutations Sequencing
Samples from the glucose steady state of replicate chemostat experiments were placed on Glu-his plates to form individual colonies. Single, mature, visible colonies were selected from plated samples of chemostat experiments or from replicate adaptation experiments on Glu-his plates. To identify GAL80 mutations, we sequence a genomic region including the ORF and 150 bp upstream and downstream of it. GAL80 sequencing was done directly on PCR products cleaned by ExoSAP using four primer pairs with at least 100 bp overlap between products, which together covered the sequence of the promoter and GAL80 ORF. To specifically sequence the plasmid pGAL1-pGAL10 promoter, PCR was carried out directly on cells from individual clones with a forward primer in the GFP ORF and a reverse primer in the HIS3 ORF. Each PCR amplicon was sequenced in both directions using the PCR primers. Sequences of each colony were assembled, aligned, and analyzed for polymorphisms using the SeqScape v2.6 software (Applied Biosystems) with settings to detect heterozygous loci with a rare allele frequency of 25% or more. Whole-genome sequencing of strains was carried out using the Illumina HiSeq method with 100 paired-ends reads. Sequences of each strain were assembled based on the S288c reference strain genome from SGD (http://www.yeast genome.org/, last accessed November 2012). Only mutations that separated the naive YPH499 strain from adapted strains were considered as possibly contributing to the adaptation.
Allele Replacement Analysis
Three replicate colonies of naive YPH499 and three of an adapted clone with a 35 bp insertion at position 189 of GAL80 (Clone listed 4th in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) were used. Allele replacement was carried out in two steps using the pCORE plasmid cassette (Storici et al. 2001) . In the first step, the cassette with KanMX4 and KIURA3 was used to replace the full length of GAL80 and positive replacements were selected on G418 containing YEPD. In the second stage, the cassette was replaced by either a mutated or an intact allele of GAL80 and counter selection was carried out on SC plates with 5-FOA to select for loss of KIURA3. The correct integration of GAL80 alleles was verified by sequencing. A similar procedure was used to replace the endogenous HIS3 promoter with the GAL1 promoter.
mRNA Expression Levels Analysis Total RNA was prepared from cultures of growing cells in Gal-his and Glu-his, by phenol extraction followed by cDNA preparation (oligo-d(T)16; TAQMAN-Reverse Transcription Kit, Applied Biosystems). Real-time quantitative PCR measurements were performed with AB 7700 using SYBR master mix (Applied Biosystems). A set of primers for HIS3 and several GAL genes were used (Stolovicki et al. 2006) . In all measurements, a nontemplate control for each of the primer pairs resulted in at least two orders of magnitude lower signal. All measurements were normalized by the ACT1 transcription level measured in each sample in parallel to the other genes. For the first experiment, we analyzed three biological replicates of strains, which had the HIS3 rewiring on the plasmid and were part of the GAL80 allele replacement experiment: original naive (never adapted before) and adapted (with a 35 bp insertion in GAL80) strains and their allele replacement derivatives (naive replaced with mutated allele and adapted with an intact one). As controls for the replacement procedure, we also analyzed the original strains after replacement with the original alleles. For the second experiment, we analyzed three biological replicates of strains for which the HIS3 rewiring was integrated into the original position in the genome, and had either an intact or mutated GAL80 allele. Note that the naive strain grows for several generations when transferred for the first time from Galhis to Glu-his (Stolovicki et al. 2006; David et al. 2010) , allowing the mRNA extraction from these samples.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures S1 and S2 and tables S1-S3 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www. mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
